Walking Tour
Welcome
This is a 60 minute, self-directed, 10 km mapped
‘Soundscape’ walk, perfect for family, or physically
distanced friends (as health regulations allow at the
time). Follow our map, stroll, pause and listen to the
sounds of urban public and domestic spaces. Enjoy
this experience brought to you by the staff at Town of
Newmarket!

A Newmarket on the Holland River
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The large-scale artwork, titled 'A New Market on the
Holland River,' was created by Toronto artist John Kuna
for the exterior wall of the Buckley Insurance Brokers
building near Main and Water streets in Newmarket's
historic downtown. Take time in your thoughts to honour
our Indigenous brothers and sisters and share in the early
history of Newmarket at its root. The mural depicts early
trading at the 1814 Roe and Borland Trading post.

Tim Horton's Water Feature
Enjoy the sounds of children and families at play at
your second waypoint. Take a moment to
remember your childhood and sense of play.
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The Lion
Did you know that the sculpture, located on the
rooftop of the Community Centre and Lions Hall,
was created by two sculptors Bill and Geordie
Lishman? Bill was an avid activist for the
environment and created a remarkable film in
which he taught geese to ‘Fly Away Home.’

Hungry Brew Hops Corridor
Stop to listen to the reverberating sounds in this
passageway through to beautiful Downtown
Newmarket. Linger here, to listen to echoes of the
past where the Hungry Brewhops Restaurant was
once the Toronto Dominion Bank.
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Watermark – “Human Footprints in the Sand”

Walking Tour
Old Town Hall
Watch busy Main Street as you cross over. Stop a
moment to grab an icecream if you have a hankering at
the side window. Nes would love to say hello! Listen to the
sounds of friends and families. Head east and view a
wonderful piece of history and cultural icon, Newmarket’s
Old Town Hall a jewel in Newmarket’s Historic Downtown
core for performance and art. Still your mind as you head
north.
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Newmarket Public Library
This is a busy parking lot with plenty to hear and
see. If you feel like a rest, pause for a moment at
one of the blue tables and listen. It will undoubtedly
be happy sounds to nourish your soul and fill up
your heart.

Trinity United Church
After NPL, head east on Park Avenue to Main
Street observe the Trinity United Historic Church.
Pause for a moment to gaze upon this historic
building celebrating some 195 years of worship and
service to the community. Listen for echoes of
prayerful voices past and voices present.
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Elman W. Campbell Museum
Atop the hill take a moment to check out the Elman
W. Campbell historic Museum and the Old Flame
Brewing Co.’s Ale House. There are bound to be
some folks visiting and sounds of joviality will
abound. Take heart in joyful sounds.

Keith Street Bridge
The Keith Bridge public art installation on either
side of the bridge way showcases the history of
transportation in Newmarket through eight bronzed
plaques installed along the Keith Bridge. The traffic
will undoubtedly be busy – focus on the sound and
let it bring focus to your mind.
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Walking Tour
Tom Taylor Trail
Use this time to relax your mind as you stroll the
pathway and enjoy the sun on your face.
Remember, we will get back to leisurely strolls
soon.
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Radial Railway Arch
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Take time to read the plaque and a significant piece of
history here. This perfect parabola structure once
supported the trestle for the Radial Line Railway, which
ran year-round from Newmarket north to Simcoe,
transporting goods and folks to their summer homes.
Believe it or not, this is the world’s first steel-reinforced
concrete structure, and it began what is still to this day the
methodology for steel-reinforced concrete-built structures.
As you pass, listen to the sound of water nearby.

All Our Kids Playpark
Stop here to listen and be memorized with the
sound of children at play.
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The Community Living Room
Arrive back to where you began. Look to see what
new and different sights and sounds you can
capture with your ears and eyes.

All Good Things Come to an End
We hope you have enjoyed the journey; your mind,
body, and soul will thank you for journeying with us.
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